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The remarkable conversion of squalene (1) to lanosterol (2) has
fascinated chemists for half a century. While there has been much

speculation on the mechanism of this conversion, there have been
relatively few papers which have provided definitive evidence on
the course of the formation of the four rings of the steroid system
from the acyclic squalene. Initially it was thought that the formation
of the four rings (A-D) might proceed in a concerted fashion, once
squalene was epoxidized and subsequently protonated.1 However,
van Tamelen, on the basis of the results of a variety of experiments,2

proposed that a “series of conformationally rigid, partially cyclized
carbocationic intermediates”3 were involved. In the mid-1990s
Corey and co-workers published convincing evidence that discrete
carbocation intermediates were involved in the ring closures.4 In
particular they showed that formation of ring C involves initially
the formation of a cyclopentylcarbinyl carbocation intermediate3
(the Markovnikov-favored ring closure) which must subsequently
undergo a ring expansion (anti-Markovnikov) to form the six-
membered C ring in4. It was suggested that the D ring was then
formed by ring closure of this secondary carbocation to give 17â-
protosterol carbocation5. This aspect was first noted in the classic

paper of van Tamelen in 1966 dealing with the biomimetic
cyclization of squalene 2,3-oxide.2a He concluded that “direct
enzymatic control is obviously necessary for the prevention of the
purely chemical tendency for five-membered ring C formation, and
for emergence of the biologically required six-membered ring.”
Other biomimetic studies have helped to clarify the carbocation
nature of the cyclization of squalene oxide, in particular those by
Nishizawa5 and Johnson.6 More recently studies by Corey have

shown that the formation of ring A involves a concerted protonation
of the epoxide and ring A closure in both enzymatic and biomimetic
processes.7

The presence of discrete carbocation intermediates was given
further support by two theoretical papers. Jenson and Jorgensen8

suggested that rings A and B likely are formed in concert, but
they proposed that ring C is formed via a cyclopentylcarbinyl-
cyclohexyl carbocation rearrangement (anti-Markovnikov) in agree-
ment with Corey’s finding. An additional theoretical study9 on the
formation of rings A and B supported Jenson and Jorgensen’s
conclusions.

However, there still remains the question of how does the C-ring
cyclization process overcome the energy barrier required to expand
the tertiary cyclopentyl carbocation to the less stable secondary
cyclohexyl carbocation. On the basis of calculations on a model
system, Jensen and Jorgensen found the secondary cyclohexyl
carbocation to be 12 kcal/mol higher in energy than the tertiary
dimethylcyclopentylcarbinyl carbocation. This value was reduced
to 10 kcal/mol when solvent effects were taken into account. They
suggested, on the basis of force-field calculations, that this barrier
might be further lowered by “selective placement of nucleophilic
groups from the protein backbone or side chains including the indole
ring of tryptophans.”

It occurred to us that there might be another explanation of how
the six-membered C and five-membered D rings are formed, that
is, the double bond between carbon atoms 18 and 19 of squalene
might be involved anchimerically in the cyclopentylcarbinyl-
cyclohexyl ring expansion. This would mean the concerted ring
expansion of ring C and formation of ring D, in which3 would be
converted directly to5, without the intervention of intermediate4.
To test this hypothesis we undertook density functional calcula-
tions10-13 on the model system6, a cyclopentylcarbinyl carbocation
with the appropriate side chain and methyl groups to mimic the
essential parts of the structure of3 involved in the ring expansion.
The proposed mechanism would involve the rearrangement of the
tertiary carbocation6, through transition structure7(ts), to the
bicyclo[4.3.0]nonyl tertiary carbocation8. Such a mechanism would
avoid the intermediacy of the less stable secondary cyclohexyl
carbocation4 as well as the violation of Markovnikov’s rule.14

A transition structure was located which confirmed our hypoth-
esis (see Figure 1). From the figure it is seen that the ring expansion
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to form ring C is well underway in the transition structure with the
newly forming cyclohexane bond somewhat shorter than the
breaking bond in the cyclopentane ring. The nascent six-membered
ring (C) is clearly seen to be in a chair conformation. The five-
membered ring (D) is closing in such a way to yield the expected
trans stereochemistry of the bicyclic ring system. In the transition
structure the newly forming carbon-carbon bond of ring D has a
C-C distance of 3.079 Å with the sp2 carbon of the original double
bond having undergone very little rehybridization.15

Examination of the normal mode of the imaginary frequency of
7(ts) shows that this transition structure likely links the two
carbocations6 and8 (see Figure 2). This was confirmed by intrinsic
reaction coordinate calculations16 (see Figure 3). Close examination
of the IRC indicates that as the C ring expands the double bond
moves closer to the developing positive charge in ring C. As it

approaches, its orientation is suggestive ofπ-complex formation
with very little rehybridization of the sp2 carbons.17 Further along
the path (beyond the transition structure) the original double bond
carbon which is involved in the formation of the D ring begins to
rehybridize toward sp3.

Reactant6 was calculated to lie 7.8 kcal/mol18 in energy below
that of the transition structure7(ts) and the product8 to lie 3.5
kcal/mol below that of the reactant6. The relatively low activation
energy for the conversion of6 to 8 suggests that, once the
cyclopentylcarbinyl carbocation3 is formed in the lanosterol
biosynthesis, it will very quickly undergo a concerted ring expansion
and ring closure to give the protosterol carbocation5. Hence, we
propose that the “cascade” arising from the protonation of squalene
epoxide occurswithout the necessity of going through the higher-
energy intermediate carbocation4 (with the concomitant violation
of Markovnikov’s rule). Furthermore, it is suggested that the
primary role of the enzyme in the C-ring expansion and D-ring
formation is to “hold” the substrate in the proper conformation for
the completion of the cascade leading to the tetracyclic system.

Supporting Information Available: Cartesian coordinates, ener-
gies, and zero-point energies for structures6-8 (PDF). This material
is available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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Figure 1. The DFT structure of transition structure7(ts).

Figure 2. DFT structures of reactant6 and product8 of the concerted
cyclization reaction in which rings C and D are formed in concert.

Figure 3. Geometries of selected points of the 3-21G IRC pathway of
7(ts).
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